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Automation, machine learning, and other technologies have riddled news headlines,
in�uenced political debate and discourse, and is set to change the way we work
across industries. Coupled with today’s tight labor market, with unemployment
hovering at 3.5% nationally and at just 1.4% in the accounting industry, business
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decision makers face the ongoing pressure of not only �nding top talent but
retaining and developing existing talent.

The presence and evolution of arti�cial intelligence (AI) has altered the tasks
originally required for certain roles, either requiring workers to learn new skills to
effectively complete their jobs or creating completely new roles and gaps in the
workforce. As technology continues to evolve, industries including accounting and
�nance will see the ever-growing impact on the day-to-day tasks of almost every
employee. According to McKinsey & Company, about 60% of occupations and at
least one-third of business activities could be automated, which would mean
substantial workplace modi�cations for workers.

While this may be distressing to some, there are ways for �rms to get ahead and
adjust accordingly. As technology creates new opportunities and job positions
within the workplace, it becomes increasingly important for accounting �rms to �ll
these new roles with candidates who possess relevant, specialized skill sets. The
setback, however, is the time and effort it takes to �nd top talent to �ll these roles.
Rather than spending months �nding the right candidate, organizations can train
the workers they have to learn the skills needed for the role. Implementing upskilling
programs within your workforce allows organizations to work towards closing the
talent gap while maintaining their current workforce.

Why Upskilling Matters
Firms looking to �ll positions have to keep in mind that today’s top talent is looking
for companies where they can see themselves growing in their careers. Offering a
clear career path that outlines their growth at the company is an essential part of
any job offer candidates would be willing to consider. Providing employees with
tools, such as online modules and in-class courses can not only help employees
develop new skills and expand on their existing abilities, but it can also help
employers strengthen relationships with their employees, while effectively
minimizing the skill gaps that might be present within the organization. 

For candidates, it’s more so about how companies follow through on initial offers. In
a recent survey by Accounting Principals and Ajilon, 42% of respondents looking for
a new job said that their current position lacks the advancement opportunities that
were described in initial interviews and job descriptions. It’s important to remember
that overpromising but under-delivering on career growth opportunities can cause
restlessness, prompting employees to start looking into new job opportunities. As
employees feel their employer cares about them and their career goals, the
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organization is bound to reap some of the other bene�ts of upskilling programs, such
as improved employee retention, better employee performance and increased morale.
This is especially important considering most accounting �rms today have an
average turnover rate of 25%, which can even be higher for smaller �rms as they miss
out on talent who choose to sign on with larger �rms.
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How can organizations create upskilling programs themselves?
Creating upskilling opportunities within the �rm isn’t just a nice perk to include in a
job offer, it’s critical to the long-term growth and success of the �rm. Luckily, these
programs are relatively easy to implement, depending on the organization’s needs.
Before setting out to put an upskilling strategy in place, companies have to take an
introspective look and anticipate what skills they might need from their workforce
down the road. Once their needs are assessed and in-demand skills are identi�ed,
executives can work with HR to implement an upskilling program that would work
best for them, a few of which are outlined below:

●    Mentoring Programs

A simple way to begin is by implementing a mentoring program where employees
wishing to learn more about a certain application or skill are paired with an
employee who is already familiar with it. This costs the company almost nothing to
implement and is a great way of showing employees that they care about their long-
term career growth at the company.

●     Tuition Reimbursement

If the skills needed from employees is something that is better taught in a classroom,
rather than on the job, companies can reimburse employees for taking online
modules or classes at a local college. Additionally, companies can partner with an
external upskilling resource, such as General Assembly or LinkedIn Learning, to offer
an array of on-demand classes that employees can choose from.

●     Credential Programs
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Offering employees the option to complete job-speci�c training programs can
enhance current skill sets and reignite enthusiasm for the job. Such programs can
take the form of of�cial testing, speci�c classes or tuition reimbursement and can be
easily tailored to �t company needs and budgets.

It’s important that whichever program the company ultimately decides to go with is
scalable and able to accommodate different learning styles as some employees might
do best in a traditional classroom setting while others would prefer online modules
or on the job learning.

Having these kinds of upskilling programs in place can make any �rm’s talent
pipeline more robust and future-proof, but its bene�ts are not only for companies.
For candidates, it’s just as crucial that organizations offer these programs so that
they have the opportunity to further develop their skills and outline their career
progression. Employees interested in honing their skills should reach out to their
managers and HR departments to learn more about the opportunities offered. Those
looking to change employers or positions should also consider working with
specialized staf�ng �rms that can �nd the perfect position that already has these
programs in place. 
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